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Abstract—This position paper describes some open problems of sketch input of engineering Euclidean solid models. After a brief historical introduction, we discuss traditional design using pencil and paper, and how this paradigm has been adapted (or forgotten) by various current approaches to computer interpretation of sketches. We discuss three particular open problems, those of modalities, annotations, and assemblies. We also analyse current perception-based approaches in order to identify the most important areas in which further work is needed: detection of geometrical, perceptual and manufacturing cues, and a taxonomy of cue interdependencies which would prevent incompleteness and contradictions.

Index Terms—Pen computing, Sketch-based modelling, Sketching interface, Cues.

I. INTRODUCTION

Pen computing refers to those computer user interfaces where users interact with computers by means of pens which guide pointers moving around a screen. In this paper, such interfaces are considered distinct from classic keyboard/display/mouse environments only as far as they are used to simulate the behaviour of actual paper and pencil. We are only interested in "virtual" paper and pencil which allows free sketching and annotating, not in the "pointing mode" of WIMP environments. Similarly, we are interested in handwriting as far as it conveys annotations which complement drawings, but not in handwriting recognition as a standalone problem.

Johnson et al.'s [1] recent overview of the evolution and current state of the art of computational support for sketching describes the advantages of sketching as part of design and the open problems which must be solved before computer-based sketching can be integrated into the design process. However, it misses some important developments in the area of Sketch-Based Modelling (SBM), which aims at developing programs capable of producing 3D geometric models from 2D sketches.

SBM aspires to encourage professional designers to discard physical pen and paper in favour of a computer-based interface in the creative phase of the design process. However, it often fails to produce the output 3D geometric model which best matches the design intent embedded in the input sketch, and its current success ratio is not good enough to persuade designers and engineers to abandon actual paper and pencil.

In order to make the problem more tractable, SBM is generally divided into sub-problems.

The first distinction to be made is between freeform surfaces and Euclidean solid geometry (in which the object wireframe can be constructed from straight lines and arcs). Different techniques are required: the input information is different (edges for Euclidean solids vs. contour for freeform surfaces), as is the output (Euclidean solid geometry typically requires much greater geometrical exactness). In this paper, we discuss only Euclidean solid geometry—the sheer quantity of recent work on freeform surfaces (of which we highlight [2], [3], [4], [5] and [6]) makes it impractical to discuss that too.

Another important distinction is that between perception-based approaches, using perceptual cues to guide the interpretation process, and geometry-based approaches such as those of [7] and [8], which try to produce 3D models solely from the geometric information contained in the 2D input. In this paper, we argue strongly in favour of perception-based approaches: the problem of determining the embodied design intent is inherently cognitive, not purely geometrical.

The prevailing paradigm for sketch input of engineering Euclidean solid models is representative of the perception-based category of approaches [9]: (i) converting 2D sketches of wireframe drawings into 2D line drawings; (ii) deduce the faces implied by the line drawings; and (iii) use optimisation-based inflation to produce 3D geometric models from 2D line drawings. This approach was first proposed by [10], and later developed by other authors including [11] and [12]. Recent advances in face detection [13] and inflation [14] combine well, leaving vectorisation as the main open problem.

Alternative paradigms which correspond better to design engineering practice but for which the algorithms are not so well-developed include use of natural line drawings [15] or linear 3D scaffolds as guidelines for freeform shapes [16].

In choosing between paradigms, it is important to be aware how the tool conditions the task. In Section II, we discuss traditional design using pencil and paper, and how this paradigm has been adapted (or forgotten) by various current approaches to computer interpretation of sketches.

In Section III, we discuss three particular open problems, those of modalities, annotations, and assemblies.

In Section IV, we analyse the current status of optimisation-based inflation of 3D engineering models from 2D design sketches. We highlight the main limitations of this approach, and argue in favour of some strategies which may be helpful in overcoming these limitations. Improving the detection of design intent is the key to solving both problems, so detection
of geometrical, perceptual and manufacturing cues embedded in the input is the first step. Then, a full taxonomy of cues and their interdependencies, aimed at preventing incompleteness or contradictions, will help to make explicit this design intent.

II. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The origins of SBM can be traced back to the pioneer work of Perkins [17], [18], who analysed how people perceive drawings as representing objects, which geometrical relationships must be obeyed, and the circumstances in which geometrical relationships can be ignored.

The area now known as SBM comes from developments which were earlier known as Geometric Reconstruction. The former goal of Geometric Reconstruction was extracting information from old engineering blueprints, essentially archaeological recovery of lost know-how. However, the task proved too difficult. The main (and still unsolved) problems were those of vectorisation and annotation.

The problem of vectorisation (converting raw data, patterns of adjacent black and white dots, into coherent information) was too complex. The most popular academic contributions are still based on Sparse Pixel Vectorisation (SPV) algorithm [19], but Bartolo et al.’s recent work [20] is interesting as it describes the particular problem of extracting lines from scribbled drawings.

So was the problem of annotation. Engineering drawings convey both 3D information represented through diverse views (main orthographic views, particular views, sections, etc) and annotations (dimensions, tolerances, etc) [21].

In the short term, the problem was solved by brute force: several CAD companies offered commercial "paper-to-CAD conversion", translation of old engineering blueprints as an additional service.

It is worth noting that architecture community continues to aim for this original goal [22]. However, in the engineering community, the main goal of reconstruction changed in the 1990s. Nowadays, most systems are oriented towards conceptual design via sketch-based modelling [23].

Thus we can note how the goal has changed over time from vectorisation (2D + paper => 2D + computer) via reconstruction (2D + paper => 3D + computer) to full sketch-based modelling (mental model => 3D + computer). For a more detailed exposition of our view of this historical background of computer interpretation of engineering drawings, see [24] and [25].

Currently, as reported in recent surveys such as [9] and [26], SBM contains a variety of sub-problems. As we shall see in the sections below, there is no general approach which solves them all. Different critical features (see [9] for a taxonomy) produce different bottlenecks, and levels of development are different for each critical feature.

Design intent and CAD have been linked for a long time. However, the definition of design intent is ambiguous. In 1989, design intent was associated with design constraints and the methods of manipulating design constraints during product design activities [27]. This definition continues to be used even now. However, the word design in the CAD community is a synonym of model: modelling is representing the design intent in some way, and design intent is a basic concept of design for change. The model being created is flexible through changes, but the intent remains the same. Some work has been done in the SBM sector to cope with this new understanding of design intent as design-for-change (one example would be the idea that sketching a single line and then removing the central segment implicitly conveys the design intent that the remaining two segments are collinear).

However, we prefer to understand design intent as a broader concept, a mix of: geometry, as far as it is linked to the shape; psychology, as far as it is not always explicit in the sketches; and engineering, as far as it is linked to the function.

When geometry dominates, design intent is mainly conveyed through geometrical features. These have already been studied as regularities [11], [28], [29].

The psychological component appears because information not explicitly included in the input is nevertheless perceived through perceptual cues. Fundamentals of perceptual cues have been studied in the general perception literature, e.g. Palmer [30] and Hoffmann [31]. More specific to SBM, Perkins [18] was probably the first to realise that looking at pictures is different from looking at objects.

When function dominates, design intent is mainly conveyed through engineering features, where attention is given to the machining process which creates the given geometry. For example, in Figure 1, the cylindrical holes (geometry) are naturally interpreted as drilled holes (machining features), and the blends (geometry) are naturally interpreted as rounding (machining features). Both are modifications to the geometrical skeleton.

Figure 1. Geometry with features (left) and skeleton (right)

Consequently, we can define design intent as the set of intentions in sketches, conveyed through cues, which, when perceived, reveal regularities or features of the object.

It should be noted that only a few design intent cues have been studied in any detail—examples include face planarity, edge parallelism ([15]) and bilateral symmetry ([32], [33], [34] and [4]). There are clear examples where design intent should be studied further.

III. OPEN PROBLEMS WITH VIRTUAL PAPER AND PENCIL

This section discusses three particular open problems.
A. Pencil and Paper Modalities

How do engineers actually use pencil and paper in practice? Do current sketching tools offer all the modalities which users of pencil-and-paper expect? What is missing?

User studies such as [35] assert that current SBM tools are still less usable than pencil and paper sketches. The “hardware” of pencil and paper sketching is simple, but its operation is sophisticated as pencil and paper sketching is multimodal. Note, for example, the scaffolding lines, highlighting, and hatching in Figure 2, the different inking of axes, hidden lines and autocorrection in Figure 3, the different uses of overtracing (for decoration and for “thinking over the line”), and the annotations in Figure 4.

The “overloaded” use of thin lines in Figure 3 is interesting: the human eye can easily distinguish scaffolding lines, hidden lines and axes, even though their graphic representation is the same. It is also worth noting the informal mixing of views in Figure 4: the same sketch contains an orthographic view, a detailed view and a pictorial view.

Thus we can conclude that the set of operating modes available in pencil and paper sketching is complex. Using just the pencil, we have: views of the object (orthographic, detailed, pictorial); scaffolding; highlighting; hidden lines; axes; hatching; overtracing (autocorrection, thinking, decoration); and annotating. What is more, the switching strategy is automatic and non-intrusive.

Some typical computer operations are also possible with pencil and paper sketching, albeit with a change of tool. For example, lines can be erased using correction fluid, a literal cut and paste can be performed using scissors and glue, and regularities can be created by tracing over a displaced copy of the original. However, in these specific cases, the computer already has an advantage.

This list of operating modes is illustrative, but far from exhaustive. We still require a full taxonomy of operating modes, including their mutual relationships and the cues used to discriminate between them.

There are two possible strategies we can take when we aim to reduce the gap between pencil and paper and SBM tools: either we try to replicate pencil and paper as closely as possible, or we try to add extra features to compensate for the loss of some of the power of pencil and paper.

Until recently, SBM tools have aimed to provide as many pencil and paper modes as possible. However, they have been based around the wrong interface paradigms, those of command-driven and menu-driven interfaces—the greatest advantage of the pencil is that it requires no commands or menus to use. But identifying an alternative interface paradigm is a difficult task in itself, and we do not know of one which would suit experienced design engineers.

In terms of adding extra features, there is broad agreement on some of the main advantages which computer-based systems already possess: it is easier to edit work; it is easier to file work; and it is easier to interface work to other applications. This list could easily be extended by adding some current CAD operations which help in reducing editing tasks: extrusions and sweeps.

But more work is needed. To achieve our final goal, making CAD tools as easy to use as pencil and paper, we need both hardware advances and software advances. Two example problems illustrate this. Firstly, current graphics tablets have proved to be less comfortable to use because of the small gaps in both time and location between the pen tip and the cursor [36]. Secondly, use and maintenance of computers still require technical knowledge which several designers have told us (and we can only agree) should not be part of their job.

User studies also assert that current SBM tools do not possess significantly improved functionality [37]. Before we can implement SBM properly, two questions must be posed: how many functions can be provided without buttons and
menus? and how many functions does a design engineer require?

Clearly, if the second answer is larger than the first, a new interface paradigm is required.

It is already clear that full modeless operation is not the goal. If we wish to replicate real pencil and paper scenarios in a virtual environment, we must be aware that real pencil and paper sketching includes a rich variety of modes. Replicating pencil and paper scenarios in virtual environments is still infeasible—although the goals of SBM have supposedly been accomplished, practical implementations have unfriendly interfaces.

So far, three types of input have been considered for SBM: perfect line drawings, line drawings containing minor geometric errors, and freehand sketches. But this too is an oversimplification, and in need of refinement. For more details on this topic, see [38].

B. Annotated Sketches

This section discusses the problem of interpreting annotated sketches. Which strokes are annotation rather than object? What does the annotation mean? How should it be applied?

In general, we can consider three purposes for sketching: thinking, talking, and prescribing [39]. We can combine this with two levels of geometric information: line drawings and sketches; and with two levels of non-geometric information: with annotations, and without annotations. The particular open problem we discuss here is that of interpreting annotated engineering sketches.

Annotations is a generic term. It includes: dimensions; cut views with hatching; icons; symbols; and many other standardised conventions.

The proposed approach for producing 3D models from annotated engineering drawings is: (i) capture and record the data; (ii) separate annotation data from drawing data; (iii) interpret the drawing data (without annotations); (iv) interpret the annotations (separately from the drawing)—see, for example, [38]; (v) apply the interpreted annotations to the interpreted drawing.

The subtask of interpreting engineering symbols is not trivial. Behind even apparently quite simple drawings, there are hundreds of standards defining the exact meaning of many symbols and conventions (ISO, DIN, BSI, ANSI, …). It is obvious that communication of relevant information depends on the meaning of symbols (see, for example, [40] for historical examples where misunderstanding of symbols has caused information loss).

The problem becomes still more challenging when we recognise that new standards (e.g. ASME Y14.41-2003) already allow annotations in 3D models.

Currently, computers are blind to these annotations—the annotations are just labels added to the model. The user can read and modify them, but the geometric engine does not use them either to construct, to edit or to validate the model.

One interesting open problem area is that of interpreting sketched data input for Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE) applications. The particular problem here is that data is input through either of two WIMP interfaces: stand-alone CAE preprocessors which define both geometric data and attributes, and combinations of CAD applications (which export the geometry) and downstream CAE preprocessors (which add attributes).

What we want is a tool which takes as its input the sketches which designers typically draw in order to fix their ideas before interacting with CAD preprocessors, and which creates as its output a file which meets the specification of the desired analysis tool. It would be based on two reasonable assumptions: that the input sketches are drawn directly onto a computer screen which acts as virtual paper and pencil; and that the user is still in the process of conceptual design and is not ready to progress to a detailed design stage.

Hence our goals are: to supply the user with a computer interface similar to pencil and paper; to minimise the amount of information required from the user; and to give the user more freedom in inputting and editing this information.

Examples of such tools include Pre/Adef [41] and FEAsy [42]. Although they represent the current state of the art, they remain unsatisfactory. Their advantages are: they produce valid output (whereas all that pencil and paper can do is fix ideas), no training is required, and the user is not forced by the system to add unnecessary information such as dimensions. Their disadvantage is that explicit mode-switching is required (although only when switching to a very different task) and that practice has shown that users do not always feel comfortable with an on-line parser. Such interfaces are similar to, but not yet as good as, real paper and pencil.

C. Assemblies

This section considers the possibility of sketching assemblies of parts.

Currently, we are limited to reconstructing isolated parts. However, engineering parts typically work in combination with one another. Our colleagues in mechanical design engineering sketch not only single parts but also assemblies of several parts. If they are to be persuaded to use SBM systems, SBM systems must support sketching of assemblies, perhaps by defining and implementing a set of symbols which can help an SBM system to assemble 3D models obtained from 2D sketches.

The basic guidelines of such an approach should be that: the symbols must themselves be sketched, as part of a natural design process; the meanings of the symbols must be robust (in the sense that they must be correctly interpreted by the geometric engine in charge of assembling the parts); and the symbols should not be subject to the faults of current sets of CAD operations.

We must therefore analyse what is wrong with current CAD applications. In current applications, components can be positioned within the product assembly using either reminiscent absolute coordinate placement methods, or mating conditions. Mating conditions are definitions of the relative positions of components with respect to one another, for example alignment of axes of two holes, or distance of two faces from one another. The final position of all components based on these relationships is calculated using a geometry constraint engine built into the CAD or visualisation package.
Commercial tools which include mating conditions are familiar, and assist the 3D CAD user to get an intuitive and friendly set of constraints (for example, SolidEdge’s FlashFit option). As users place parts in an assembly, assembly relationships position new parts relative to parts already in the assembly. There are several possible assembly relationships.

However, we find a major drawback. Only complete and consistent parts can be assembled. Current CAD packages can assemble concrete shapes (e.g. Figure 5 left), and even modify them after assembling (e.g. to Figure 5 centre), but cannot assemble blurred or incomplete shapes (e.g. Figure 5 right). We need a complete design before assembling may proceed.

Our vision is creating a sketch-based environment in which design intent can be specified, so that we are able to assemble different parts which are not yet fully defined.

IV. CUES AND DESIGN INTENT

As noted above, when geometry dominates, design intent is mainly conveyed through geometrical features or regularities. Algorithmic solutions such as [43] can process this information (although they could still benefit from improvement).

In other cases, cues are based on perception, and we meet a problem: most researchers in perception only consider looking at physical objects, not looking at pictorial representations. Hence, although perceptual cues have been studied in the literature, applying them to produce explicit geometric constraints which may guide the construction of 3D models has barely been considered. We know of nothing in this area which goes beyond the limited detection of features in [15].

Finally, in engineering features attention is given to the machining process which creates the given geometry. Some cues linked to simple manufacturing features have already been studied. Extrusion is one such [44]. Rounds and chamfers are another simple but very frequent manufacturing feature [45]. Some interactions between features, such as the one shown in Figure 6 (left), interaction between two rounds, have also been studied, but there are many which have not.

When we detect several cues, the geometric criteria derived from these cues may well contain contradictions. Furthermore, as we add more cues, the mutual dependencies arising between them will lead to redundancies amongst the resulting geometric constraints, a problem which some authors (e.g. [28]) aim to detect and circumvent. General strategies to cope with these problems have already been proposed. For example, multiagent-based management of cues was first proposed by Juchmes and Leclerc [46], and [47] has recently reported that it is feasible to simultaneously detect multiple cues.

Nevertheless, a simple example is enough to show that much more work is required here. Consider the regularities which appear in the upper face of the parallelepiped represented in Figure 6 (right): 1) a face planarity constraint on (a, b, c, d); 2) two parallelism constraints (a//c and b//d); 3) two perpendicularity constraints (a⊥b and a⊥d) detectable by line orthogonality; 4) four skewed symmetries (with axes e1, e2, e3 and e4); and 5) four orthogonal corners (ab, bc, cd, da) detectable by line orthogonality. Thus just one quadrilateral face can generate thirteen (or more) constraints. Considering the parallelepiped wireframe as a whole, there are similar sets of constraints for the remaining five faces, giving us a total of 78 constraints. Yet, if we use the classical optimisation approach to inflate the model, we have just eight variables: the z-coordinates of the vertices. With more constraints than variables, but no inconsistencies, it is clear that some constraints must be redundant.

We can note that, back in 1971, the third paper in [18] recommended finding the "geometrically maximal combination of constraints". This hides a problem which, forty years later, has still not really been solved: how geometric constraints interact in 3D.

V. CONCLUSION

WIMP interfaces are not appropriate for conceptual design stages. However, SBM tools are not yet used—they look suitable for the task, but need improvement. We can classify problems into (a) those where a reasonably good solution exists (improvements may still be possible) and (b) open problems.

We have studied three open problems of sketching interfaces which discourage designers from using virtual paper and pencil, those of modalities, annotations, and assemblies.

We have also described the main weaknesses of cue detection and the process of finding the underlying implied design intent. We understand the capture of complex design intent from input sketches as a mix of geometry, psychology and engineering. The detection of cues needs improvement in all three areas, but is most critical in the areas of perceptual cues and engineering features.

Developing a catalogue of cues and their interdependencies should help to reduce current problems of incompleteness and contradictions which cause malfunctions in the strategies (such as optimisation algorithms) used for computer interpretation of sketches.
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